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The ability to maintain gaze stability during locomotion requires the normal function and 
integration of the vestibulo-ocular reflex, vestibulo and cervico-colic reflexes with effective coordination 
between the trunk and lower limb segments. One hypothesized constraint on the coordination between 
segments during locomotion is the regulation of energy flow or shock wave transmissions through the body 
at high impact phases with the support surface. Allowing these excessive transmissions of energy to the 
head may result in compromised gaze stability during locomotion. The aim of this study was to determine 
the effects of micro gravity adaptation on the transmissibili ty of shock wave to the head during locomotion. 
Before and after spaceflight (3-6 months) six subjects walked (6.4 kmIh) on a motorized treadmill while 
fixating their gaze on a centrally located earth-fixed target. Triaxial accelerometers mounted on the shank 
and the head measured the shock wave transmission through the body during locomotion. During postflight 
locomotion the peak shock at the shank and the head were significantly reduced, however, the ratio of peak 
head to shank shock was significantly increased. These results indicate that exposure to spaceflight causes 
adaptive modifications in the short-latency vestibulospinal head stabilization responses required to 
compensate for the rapid shocks transmitted to the head during locomotion. This study was supported by 
NASA. 
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